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As the prayed-for rain lashes Cape Town, it must be with a wry grin 

that we thank James Peverley and his team for deciding to go with 

a “wet astro”. By all accounts, the boys have enjoyed the speed at 

which the ball crosses the astro in the rain. 

DF Malan were our guests last weekend and the First Team finally 

clicked as they ran out comfortable winners. That would surely have 

been the shot in the arm that they needed for Rondebosch this week. 

Given that neither the Seconds nor Thirds managed a win, the First’s 

solid win stands out even more. 

Although it is forecast to be a wet Friday evening, we do encourage 

you to come out and support our boys. You may remember a very 

wet set of fixtures against RB last season and, despite the weather, 

there was exciting hockey to be seen. 

Talking of the wet, may we encourage you to perhaps pack a towel 

for your boys to use after wet practices and matches. Some of the 

boys remain sodden after their practices and games and it would be 

good if they had some “dryish” help. The pool change-rooms are not 

yet ready, and so we need to be proactive in keeping the boys 

healthy. 

Again talking of the wet, may I remind you of the blanket drive that 

Mr Barnard and his Interact team are doing. This cold and wet 

weather should be a constant reminder to us that many do not have 

the warmth that we do. This is a project close to my heart, so if there 

are any old blankets, or even unwanted sleeping bags, please bring 

them to school for Mr Barnard’s attention. 

Our new astro did not come cheap, and we are wanting to instil in 

the boys an awareness of the need to look after it. Not cleaning 

boots etc. when going onto the astro is simply spreading mud onto 

the surface. 

Here is a quote from our senior professional, Gregg Clark, aimed at 

the coaches: 

“I know most of the boys don’t fully appreciate the hockey facility 

they have in the hockey astro… I hope the coaches do. 



I have been fortunate to play and coach at many hockey facilities 

around the world on my travels, and having such an incredible 

facility -  in such an amazing setting – is truly a privilege that the boys 

need to be constantly reminded of. They need to show this 

appreciation through the way they respect this facility, and also the 

way they perform on it (in both matches and practices). 

We as coaches need to set the standard and tone through our 

actions and constant reinforcement…. that this is a privilege.” 

Any support from you as loyal supporters and parents would be 

welcomed. 

Talking of not taking privilege for 

granted, you will remember that our 

old astro found its way to various 

underprivileged clubs and schools. 

The principal of Hangberg Primary in 

Hout Bay send us this photo of their 

mini-astro in situ. 

Spectemur Agendo – let us be judged by our deeds this Winter. 

Below are the weekly match reports from the coaches: 

 

First XI: 

Bouncebackability - it's in 

the dictionary! The team 

was tasked to go out and 

put to the sword the recent 

poor results. They did just 

that, scoring within the first 

two minutes of the game. 

Kabelo Mosothoane 

finished off a really good 

team move following a 

good press.  

 



More goals followed from Luke D'aguiar (x3), Tom Mitchell, and Kyle 

Baxter for SACS to lead 6 -0 at half time. What is pleasing is that the 

personal execution was better, with more outcomes for our 

possession. The half-time chat was about setting our own boundaries 

in terms of final outcomes.  

 

 However, a little drop in 

intensity from the players who 

were also now a little too eager 

to find score-line results, rather 

than trusting the process of 

playing how we intended. The 

result was that the offensive 

play was too direct, and 

without enough thought on 

counter-cover (DF Malan did in 

fact sneak a break-away goal).  

 

The players also started to take 

the ball into contact too much which resulted in more chances for 

DF Malan to break down the play. There was a goal scored right at 

the final whistle, but after a little consideration, the umpire decided 

that time had expired. Final score 6-1 to SACS.  

 

 



However, this said, it was a welcome return to form and one where 

the team will be looking to make it two wins on the bounce this 

weekend against Rondebosch.  

 

Second XI: 

The match started very positively. The team was passing the ball 

around very well and soon we were rewarded with our first penalty 

corner. Daniel Tukker converted a well-taken drag flick to put us in 

a well-deserved lead. The rest of the half was a very strong 

performance and we should have ended the half with at least a 

two-goal lead. 

In the second half, DF Malan pressed us very aggressively and this 

seem to work for them as we struggled to get the ball out of our own 

half. Unfortunately, when they equalised, we felt the need to just 

attack and score the winning goal. This did more harm as we lost our 

structure and were not playing as a unit and controlling the game.  

We just could not seem to get out of this downward spiral and we 

nearly ended up losing the match. The team will need to learn to 

respond more calmly to a barrage of pressure in the future. It was a 

disappointing result as we should have been more dominant as a 

team.  

Third XI: 

Captain Robert Versveld was away measuring his academic 

readiness for university and so Jason Garde and Luke Von Willingh 

stepped into midfield to create more of an attacking formation 

against DF Malan.  

 

Three defenders at the back meant that we had more attacking 

options, but needed disciplined links to track back and cover. SACS 

had some early chances. Luke missed a shot from top D and, along 

with multiple through-balls and series of smooth passes, DF Malan 

were on the back foot. The passing game is looking far better from 

the Thirds. Many times the channel changed and the ball moved 

swiftly from the left to the right-hand side of the pitch. A thing of 

beauty!  

 



 
 

DF's tactic was obvious as they left three happy campers in our 25 

for most of the match. Any turnover was quickly punted up-field. 

These attempts at a counter-attack were snuffed out by intercepts 

and our defence did well to rebuild each time. Julio Dozetos 

managed a deft touch from an early pass out of nearly our own half 

and placed the ball against the DF Malan backboard. 1-0 to SACS.  

 

A well-executed short corner allowed Kai Praschma to follow up his 

superb game play with a deserved goal in the second half. 

Complacency set in and, unfortunately the defenders, now used to 

attacking play, were caught unawares by DF's long and hopeful 

balls. Twice, their men got in front our defenders and were allowed 

a shot on goal… 2 - 2 with three minutes to go.  

 

The defence were unnerved, and a panicky final few minutes led to 

DF Malan getting a short corner. The first attempt at goal by DF in 

the short corner was parried out of the D, but as no-one closed down 

the man re-entering, his free shot found a man unmarked on the far 

post, allowing an easy tap-in for the DF win.  

 



It was a sad turn of events after some promising game play from the 

Thirds. Twice this season we have allowed a lead to slip - I hope for 

the last time.  

 

Fourth XI: 

The SACS Fourth team, playing on a Friday at home for the first time 

this season, produced a somewhat lacklustre performance. 

Everything we did seemed to be in slow motion and lacking any real 

pace and energy. We did produce a number or scoring chances 

which we failed to convert. This was mainly through lack of 

composure and maybe some ‘street smarts’ in the circle. 

We continued to dominate the game without much success and 

scored the only goal of the match fairly early into the second half 

when Ben Rootman converted a cross from Brenton Harrison. 

Although we were a little disappointed in our lack of finishing, a very 

pleasing part of our game was that the boys always tried to play 

attractive, passing hockey. The structure and positional play is 

improving with every match and this is most pleasing. 

Let’s keep on working hard guys and try to improve every time we 

take the field. 

Final score 1 – 0.  

Keep up the winning ways! 

 

U16A: 

A much tougher test awaited the SACS U16A team in the form of a 

very physical and well-drilled DF Malan side. Following the game-

day ritual of arriving wearing the SACS uniform, with immense pride, 

and heading to the change-room to listen to some music before the 

game to calm the nerves, the boys walked out onto the turf knowing 

that they would not leave it with anything but a win.  



 

This determined attitude was clear to see right from the get-go. SACS 

created some serious chances in the form of our ever-deadly short-

corner routine, as well as shots on goal. The deadlock was eventually 

broken after a well-slotted top left drag-flick from the defensive rock 

known as Matthew 

May. Following on 

from that, a mere 

couple of minutes 

later, Jamie Senekal 

calmly slotted a half-

volley into the 

bottom right corner 

of the goals after an 

initial scramble in 

the ‘D’. This 

epitomized Jamie’s attacking prowess of being in the right place at 

the right time and having the ability to clinically finish off a chance.  

 

DF Malan hit back with a couple of short-corners. Following on from 

the always-important information given by pro coach Gregg Clark 

at a video session, the team’s shorty defence, led by the passionate 

Thomas Brocklehurst in goals, managed to snuff out any threat that 



the DF Malan shorties posed. SACS eventually headed into halftime 

with a 3 - 0 lead after another goal by our midfield maestro, Damien 

Knott. 

     

The second half was a much slower half compared to the first. The 

team had set out to control the ball and dictate the tempo of the 

match. DF Malan relied heavily on their counter-attacking ability, 

but against a team that defends as a single unit, it would always be 

tough to get past, and that they did not do.  

 

Chris Breetzke turned on the switch and eventually got his well-

deserved goal, and another one to add to his impressive tally this 

year. The match ended up with a 4 - 0 win, another box ticked and 

another performance ending in a clean sheet. 

Special mention must go to Daniel Opperman for yet another 

incredible performance in the midfield, continuously switching the  

 



 

 



channels, making tackles on defence and creating chances on 

attack throughout the game. An absolute delight to watch!  

U16B: 

The SACS U16B team showed their class last week against DF Malan.  

SACS dominated possession and manufactured lots of opportunities 

early on.  DF Malan sat very deep, frustrating SACS as they searched 

for an opener.   

The first goal eventually came, courtesy of a good short-corner set 

piece.  Daniel Coetzee did well to finish it off in the bottom corner.  

The second goal came soon after, in the same fashion, Keenan 

Dalwai being the scorer this time round.  James MacDonald did well 

to link up with the scorers in both short corners.   The second half 

eventually ended with SACS 3 - 0 up, but still hungry for more.  The 

second half was more frustrating than the first, with the U16Bs unable 

to make the most of their many chances.  Another two short-corner 

goals later on saw the score-line reflect the dominant display from 

the team.  The match ended 6 - 0.  Lots of positives for SACS to take 

into their game against Rondebosch! 

U16C: 

Once again the SACS U16C were taking on an opponent which they 

had never participated against before. The U16C started cautiously, 

to get a feel for how DF Malan played. It was quite clear from the 

start that the DF Malan would be using all their players to defend 

their D in an attempt to keep the score as low as possible. They did 

this quite effectively as SACS struggled to score.  

 

Eventually SACS went 1 - 0 up before half-time. DF Malan softened 

their defence in the second half and this made it much easier for 

SACS to attack their D without their opponent’s bunched defence. 

When the opponents realised that there were too many open 

spaces on their soft defense, they once again crowded the D.  

 

 

 



     

  

    

  



The SACS team decided to look for short corners instead of trying to 

continuously score. This worked as the bunched defence constantly 

fouled in the D. The SACS boys capitalised on the short corners and 

scored three goals from them. Four other goals were scored from 

open play and the SACS U16C ended up winning the game 8 - 0.  

 

U16D: 

 

On Friday afternoon we travelled out to Settlers High School to face 

their U16B team after we comfortably beat their U16C team earlier 

in the term. This match, however, proved to be a lot more 

challenging for us. 

 

After our large defeat the previous week, we identified defence as 

a major weak area to work on, and I was happy to see the boys 

implementing some of the skills we practised in the week. This paid 

off as we spent much of the first-half defending, without conceding 

any goals. At the other end, the forwards did not see much of the 

ball and only got a few scoring opportunities. The half-time score 

was 0 - 0. 

 

Late in the first half, defender Zane Olivier had taken a hit to the shin 

which troubled him. Unfortunately we only had one substitute and 

he had to carry on playing in the second half. To reduce his 

workload, we switched positions within the defence. This proved to 

be a disastrous move as Settlers capitalised on our weakened 

defence by scoring two quick goals before we switched the players 

back to their usual positions.  

 

The boys did well to come back from this and captain, Rick 

Woodborne, scored a goal for us. Later in the half we gave Zane a 

break on the bench but again Settlers punished us by scoring. The 

game ended with us losing 1 – 3. While we lost the game and still 

have much to work on, we are definitely improving. I was 

encouraged to see our defenders working well together and that 

we only conceded at moments of distinct lack of focus. We will be 

training hard in the next two weeks to prepare for our tough 

opponents, Rondebosch and Wynberg. 



Coaches’ Corner 

 

Pierre le Roux 

He’s hard to miss at the astro, and he’s been around for a while, so it 

is now time to meet another one of our professional coaches. 

Pierre le Roux is coach to the U14A side, and advisor to many others 

at SACS.  

His journey to SACS started at St Andrews in Bloemfontein where he 

was a pupil of none other than our very own Mr Etienne Grobler! It 

was, in fact, Mr Grobler who pulled Pierre into hockey, and the rest, 

as they say, is history. 

Pierre has gone on to be one of the foremost coaches in the country, 

leading UCT to four league titles and WPCC Hockey Firsts to a few 

more.  He also assisted in coaching the Proteas team on their tour to 

Malaysia in 2005.  Add to that that many of the schools coaches in 

the Southern Suburbs have gone through his hands at WPCC and you 

will see what a huge catch he was for us here at SACS. 

Pierre is a Chemical Engineer by training and is a senior lecturer at 

UCT. He is married to Jane and they have two children, Sarah and 

Joshua. “Jo” attends school at SACS Junior. If and when he has spare 

time, he enjoys some serious riding on his Mountain Bike. 

 

It is truly wonderful to have Pierre on board here at SACS and to have 

him share his passion and knowledge of the game with our young 

players. 



 

U15A: 

 

SACS were eager to get the match underway and another win 

under their belt. We controlled the game from the get-go when Iscar 

Fayker scored in the first two minutes. Fayker scored yet again with 

a great low body position in the 9-yard area to give SACS a 2 -0 lead. 

DF Malan struggled to get the ball out the back and SACS 

capitalized by intercepting many balls and driving at the DF Malan 

goals. Unfortunately SACS could not use this advantage and score 

because get we did not get in good scoring positions. This was 

because strikers were not getting enough height to create space in 

the D to shoot at goal.  

The first half ended 2 – 0, but should have been by plenty more. In 

the second half SACS understood the concept of passing and 

moving into space and created countless opportunities, but we 

could not put the ball in the back of the net. The game stayed 2 - 0 

for most of the second half but, in the final two minutes, Reece 

Alperstein scored a great breakaway goal, using his pace to get into 

the D and hit the ball through the keeper’s legs to score.  

SACS won the game 3 - 0 and head into a challenging game this 

weekend against Rondebosch. 

U14A: 

The SACS U14A side started their match against DF Malan with intent 

by scoring a goal in the first minute of the match! After a fantastic 

string of passes, Daniel Ossendrywer hit the upright and Mike 

McGaw tapped in the rebound. SACS scored two more goals in the 

first half through Amar Shah Khan and Daniel Ossendrywer to finish 

the half untroubled and 3 – 0 up.  



    

The second half started well with Jarryd Wentzell netting early on, 

but unfortunately, from then on, the SACS boys started holding onto 

the ball for too long and 

taking the ball into contact. 

To the SACS defenders’ 

credit, they only allowed DF 

Malan one circle entry which 

resulted in a brave save off 

the goal-line by Josh Corbett.  

 The game finished 4 – 0 to 

SACS, but another poor second half performance will need to be 

attended to in the future.    

U14B: 

After two very successful weekends of hockey against weaker 

opposition, we were brought back down to earth by a resilient DF 

Malan. The game was a fairly one-sided affair until DF Malan 

equalized with a goal against the run of play.  

 

We were able to score two further goals, with the game ending 3 - 

1. We dominated all of the possession, but struggled to finish the 

plentiful chances that we created.  

 

However, as we had rotated our squad, it was good to see some 

promoted C-team players shining. 



 

We will need to be on top of our game come this Saturday as we 

take on RBHS in a fixture that means a lot to the boys and the school.  

 

U14C: 

 

The SACS U14C team faced the strong U14 A team from Table View. 

Although the team lost 0 - 2, the score is not a true reflection of the 

boys' enthusiasm and match temperament. We are looking forward 

to our next match against Rondebosch Boys' High School on Friday 

at WPCC. 

  

Steaming hot on a cold night. This little U10D ball, from the lowest team at SACS, fought 

his way up to somehow appearing in the 1st XI match. 

There’s a message somewhere in that! 

   

 



 

SACS HOCKEY RESULTS vs DF MALAN etc. 

[25th & 26th MAY] 

 

TEAM OPPONENTS SCORE 

SACS 1st DF MALAN 7  -  1 

SACS 2nd DF MALAN 1  -  1 

SACS 3rd DF MALAN 2  -  3 

SACS 4th DF MALAN 1  -  0 

   

SACS 16A DF MALAN 4  -  0 

SACS 15A DF MALAN 3  -  0 

SACS 16B DF MALAN 6  -  0 

SACS 16C DF MALAN 8  -  0 

SACS 16D Settlers 16B 1  -  3 

SACS 16E RBHS 16E 2  -  3 

   

SACS 14A DF MALAN 4  -  0 

SACS 14B DF MALAN 3  -  1 

SACS 14C Tableview 0  -  2 

PLAYED  13 

WON  8 

DRAWN  1 

LOST  4 

 

SACS vs RBHS HOCKEY FIXTURES 
                                                 1st & 2nd  June 2018 
 
 

TEAM OPPOSITION VENUE FIELD DATE TIME  

U19A RBHS 19A SACS SACS Astro Friday 1 19:15   

U19B RBHS 19B SACS SACS Astro Friday 1 18:00   

U19C RBHS 19C WPCC  WPCC  A Friday 1 16:30   

U19D RBHS 19D WPCC   WPCC  A Friday 1 17:30   



U19E RBHS 19E SACS SACS Astro Saturday 2   10:30   

             

U16A RBHS U16A SACS SACS Astro Friday 1  17:00  

U16B RBHS U16B WPCC  WPCC  B Friday 1 16:30   

U16C RBHS U16C WPCC  WPCC  A Friday 1 15:30   

U16E RBHS U16D WPCC  WPCC  B Friday 1 17:30   

             

U15A RBHS U15A SACS SACS Astro Friday 1 16:00   

U16D RBHS U15B SACS SACS Astro Saturday 2   08:30   

             

U14A RBHS 14A SACS SACS Astro Friday 1 15:00   

U14B RBHS 14B SACS SACS Astro Saturday 2   09:30   

U14C RBHS 14C WPCC  WPCC B Friday 1 15:30   

       

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


